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 Legal Crap  In Tiny Print To Cover My A$$

KLAZZY Magazine is published by Bowden Publishing. Copyright 2004 - 
2010 Bowden Publishing. All rights reserved. Any reproduction, printing, 
reprinting,  or altering, in whole or in part, without the expressed written 
permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited and illegal. All violators will 
be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. All manuscripts, drawings, and 
photographs sent in to KLAZZY, or created by KLAZZY, will be treated as 
unconditionally assigned for publication and copyright purposes, and are 
subject to the magazine’s right to edit and comment editorially. Photographs, 
the editorial, the quotations and comments accompanying such, the views 
of the writers, photographers, advertisers, contributors, designers, or 
publisher, are not to be construed as an indication of the person’s sexual 
orientation, conduct, personality, views, or actual quotation. KLAZZY 
Magazine assumes no responsibility to determine whether the people 
whose photographs,  statements, writings, or advertisements are deemed 
as true, or have in fact endorsed  such products or consented to the use of 
their names, photographs, statements, or writings attributed to them. The 
views expressed by writers, photographers, stories, articles, photographs, 
or advertisements are not necessarily those of KLAZZY Magazine, Bowden 

Publishing,  it’s staff, or it’s associates.

WE SWEAR...WE HAVE NEVER TAKEN STEROIDS!

KLAZZY People,

Fresh into a new year, I hope this 
issue finds you in great health and 
love! Our resolution for 2010 - and 
years to come- is to continue to be 

the platform for models, fashion designers, 
photographers, and stylists to showcase their 
talents to a nationwide audience that is 
visually-stimulated by vivacious photos and 
in-depth content. 

In 2010, we have great news to share and 
stylish events to attend. From our VIP seating 
onto our pages, we will take you to each 
fashion soiree and provide the backstage 
and behind-the-scenes pictures for your 
viewing pleasure. 

I am excited to announce a great partnership 
that we have with 3Jay Productions, an 
entertainment company based out of 
Columbia, SC. We are the official press/
media sponsor for NOIR: Back II Black, a 
highly-anticipated style exhibition that is 
produced annually by 3Jay Productions. This 
high-fashion event draws a culmination of 
models, designers, buyers, fashion industry 
insiders and fashion enthusiasts from all over 
the nation. Go to www.3jay-styleexhibition.
yolasite.com for designer registration, model 
call info, and sponsorship opportunities. 

As with all resolutions, make sure to resolve to 
take well-heeled steps toward inner beauty, 
as well as outer beauty, so to inspire those 
who are watching. Whether an observing fan 
or an on-looking hater, I believe in showing 
them better than I can tell them. It’s a new 
day, a new time, a new year…Let’s shine!

Tiffany Tate
Executive Editor
tiffanytate@KLAZZY.com

KLAZZY
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The Soho Cufflinks Collection, a new brand of cufflinks 
making a splash in the market with its spectacular 
lineup of urban and crystal cufflinks, was designed 
with one goal in mind: to leave anyone glancing 
speechless and in envy. Combining an urban look 
with a vintage futuristic aura, the Soho Cufflinks 
Collection is more than just a regular cufflink brand; 
it’s a representation of the energy and character 
from South of Houston street, New York City. 

It’s actually easy to imagine how purchasing a 
pair of these cufflinks will affect the mood of that 
special someone in an extremely positive way. Not 
only are the cufflinks designed with great class but 
they are complemented with a high end rubberized 
box finished with beautiful silk lining. A pair of Soho 
Cufflinks truly makes an unbeatable gift for a loved 
one or even a serious collector and priced sensibly 
under $75, the cufflinks ooze sophistication while 
being gentle on the wallet.

“Our cufflinks are perfect for people who enjoy the 
finer things in life. Quality suits, quality neckties, 
quality shoes and of course: quality cufflinks,” Said 
John Hambleton. “We don’t believe that charging 
$500 for a quality pair of cufflinks is fair so we made 
it our goal to keep the cufflinks under the $100 price 
range while maintaining the quality of the cufflinks 
on par with other cufflinks you can find on the market 
that cost over $500.”

The Soho Cufflinks Collection is exclusively sold at 
www.linkyourshirt.com and www.cuff-daddy.com.

The Soho Cufflinks Collection:
Envy at first crystal stare

Nolcha Fashion Week: 
NY Designer Opportunities

Nolcha Fashion Week: NY February 2010, now in 
its 8th season and held simultaneously with New 
York Fashion Week, is the top tier independent 
fashion week focused on collection presentations, 
exhibition previews, networking events and business 
fashion seminars dedicated to independent fashion 
designers.

The invite list will consist of media, retailers and 
industry decision makers to assist designer’s 
recognition, building a sales network and growth 
within the New York fashion market.

There will be a Style Market Tours, where a Nolcha 
Brand Expert will guide industry professionals, buyers, 
press, and stylists around the designer exhibition. 
The tour will include identity and seasonal focus of 
each collection. Guests will be asked to complete 
a brand survey detailing opinions of chosen price 
points, fabric type, color choices, marketing and pr 
ability, and much more.
Unveil your latest collection in our Pop-up showroom 
set up via an individual display area including 
mannequin, table and rolling rack, if required. 

To showcase your collection at Nolcha Fashion 
Week: New York, contact Rebecca Strong at 
rstrong@nolcha.com. For brand placement and 
sponsorship opportunities, contact Arthur Mandel at 
arthurm@nolcha.com. 

www.nolchafashionweek.com
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Design Firm Launches Limited 
Edition Fashion T-Shirts 

Michigan-based design firm Düx Coope launches 
its new line of limited-edition fashion for men and 
women that is truly inspired by Australian culture. 
Each unique Düx Coope shirt is produced in a limited 
quantity of 100, each with a hand-sewn, hand-
numbered certificate of authenticity. 

Owner Mel Blohm – whose philosophy of forward 
progression and environmental awareness was 
directly impacted while living in Australia – took 
great care in planning each piece of apparel, so it 
not only looks and feels good, but is unique and 
environmentally friendly as well. The company’s 
logo features an emu, to reflect this attitude as well 
as the passion for Aussie culture. 

Blohm chose the emu to represent his company 
because he saw the bird’s inability to walk backwards 
as a sign of constant progression, a conviction further 
expressed through the company’s “Eco-Exchange” 
program that allows customers to recycle their old 
Düx shirts for credit toward future purchases. Düx 
Coope also offers specially designed posters and 
free music from breaking artists on their web site.

Düx Coope was founded in 2005 as an online retail 
and design boutique that offers environmentally 
conscious, limited-edition apparel for the customer 
who wants to be an individual. Düx Coope offers 
the finest quality of fabric, along with top-notch 
workmanship. Looking at fashion as an art, limited 
quantities are offered to assure that the Düx Coope 
brand image remains fresh and vibrant. Visit Düx 
Coope at www.duxcoope.com.

A CHAT WITH:
Sherie Johnson

Location: Dallas, TX
Age: 24
Education:Art Institute of Dallas
 
I grew up in Lubbock TX, at the Children’s Home 
of Lubbock. My brothers and I became wards of 
the state, which is a nice way of saying orphans, 
at the age of five. I didn’t know who my dad was 
until I turned 18 years of age and I haven’t seen 
my mother since I was seven. Growing up as an 
orphan in and out of group homes and foster care 
gave me the chance to meet and learn from people 
of all different backgrounds and cultures. 

My interest in fashion started at a young age. I 
can reminder when I was younger I hated wearing 
dresses and stockings. So after early service at 
church I would sometimes go in my room and cut 
up my stockings and make dresses out of them for 
my Barbies. I loved making clothes for my Barbies 
and shopping for their new outfits at Walmart. I’ve 
always wanted to do something that would involve 
clothes, shoes, or hair. 

After I got too old to play with dolls I began drawing 
and sketching outfits that I would someday hope to 
make. Then came high school and I took a fashion 
drawing class at Lubbock High. This really opened 
my eyes to how creative I could be. I knew then, 
without a doubt, that I would be part of the fashion 
industry. 

After my internship for leadership and business at 
Disney, I attended design school in Dallas. I’ve now 
been in Dallas for two years and I have done over ten 
fashion shows, one with Ed-Hardy. I’ve sold shoes 
that I hand crafted, clothes that I made myself, as 
well as hand bags. I will have to say that although I 
do enjoy making women’s clothing, designing shoes 
is my love. 
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I remember listening to “Must be life”, by Lyfe 
Jennings when he first came out and loving his 
voice and truthful lyrics. I was taken by surprise 
by his honesty. He was not afraid to venture away 
from his musical counterparts. Completely different 
from other artists out there at the time, he brought 
something new when he arrived with his first of 
many hit singles. With his raspy voice and soul, he 
touched a lot of people with his lyrics on real-life 
experiences that everyone can relate to. It made 
me wonder what else he would come out with and 
when he followed up with “Hypothetically” featuring 
Fantasia, I knew he was here to stay. “Hypothetically”, 
with his lyrics straying away from money, hoes, and 
material things, he talked about LIFE. 
 
Lyfe Jennings, the soulful and raspy voiced singer/
songwriter/producer from Toledo, Ohio is going back 
to his roots with his upcoming album (at press time, 
he did not have a definite title). Straying away from 
his roots a little with his sophomore album, The 
Phoenix, he returned back to the soulful sound of his 
first album, Lyfe 268- 192 (the numbers relate to his 
prison identification number) for his fourth album 
(rumored to be his last according to his Wikipedia 
profile). Garnering female fans with his smooth and 
soulful voice with his first hit album, I have no doubt 
that he will gain more fans, men and women, with his 
newest album. Hoping that his fans will appreciate 
him delving deeper into his roots, he sat down to 
talk about his upcoming album, tour, and why he 
compares himself to the likes of Marvin Gaye and 
Anthony Hamilton. With critically-acclaimed success 
with hit singles “S-E-X”, “Hypothetically” w/Fantasia, 
“Stay Together”, and his first smash hit “Must be 
nice”, Lyfe Jennings is hoping to please his loyal fans 
with his new album’s up-tempo beats and also some 
hits similar to his debut album. 

25 to LYFE

Photography: Tim Rogers
Stylist: Jess (SNJ Style House)
Writer: Klashaa
Interview: Malik Pollard
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Crowded by much controversy from his 
debut with his ten-year bid in jail after 
being arrested for arson at age 19 and 
his most recent arrest on misdemeanor 
gun charges, Lyfe Jennings still remains 
strong with his fans loyally behind him. 
Getting a start by winning an amateur 
contest at the Apollo Theater in New 
York, he started his career shortly after. 
Coming up off his success of his first 
three albums, he dismissed rumors that 
he has relinquished artistic control to 
his record label and that he changed his 
music style. “I do maintain that I have 
creative control over my music, it’s just 
that when you’re an artist, there are 
so many decisions and it’s impossible 
to make all of them”, he explains. He 
then challenges new and aspiring artists 
to bring something new to the table. 
Something that will catch his attention 
and make him WANT to put you on. “I 
don’t mind helping new artists, but if 
it’s the same thing that I hear all the 
time, I can’t do anything with it”, he 
says. “Try new lyrics, new beats, and a 
new style while still staying true to you”. 
With his new album, he tries something 
new and mixes old tracks with new 
up tempo beats to create eclectic hits 
which are sure to be pleasing to your 
ear on his new (untitled) album.  Guest 
starring collaborations from Ludacris, 
Bobby Valentino, Anthony Hamilton, 
and Fabolous, this album is sure to add 
something new to the mix. When asked 
does he consider himself a teacher (with 
his lyrical wisdom), he modestly replied 
that he is just a reminder (like Anthony 
Hamilton and Marvin Gaye) of real life 
experiences. He likes for his fans to relate 
and uses experiences from the people 
around him and personal experiences to 
make his music relatable. He lives and 
breathes music. Besides spending time 
with his kids, his only hobby is music. “I’m 
always writing, singing, and planning my 
next career move. Music and my kids are 
my life”. An artist’s life is busy, there’s 
always another move, some drama, 
another plan, another concert to do, and 
you really have to love it. There are a lot 
of things that come with being an artist 
and you have to be able to handle it 
emotionally. With his motto being “I got 
stamina”, he looks forward to challenges 
as he says that, “They make my success 
stronger.” 

~By K Lashaa
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Photographer: Snoop of Love Letters
Stylist: Tina Durisseaux of EuniceStyle
Makeup/Hair: Michael Reyes
Fashion Director/Concept: Malik Pollard
Models: MAT Associates (www.matassociates.com)
Location: IMEG Studios

Graphic Enhancements by:
Bobby R. Bowden
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Graphic Enhancements by:
Bobby R. Bowden
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Delise’ana

Photography – Saryn Christina
Makeup Artist – Stephanie (Make-Up Nation)
Hair Stylist – Jeanna Kier
Model – Alexandra Matthews
Wardrobe Designer – Delise’ Ana

Graphic Enhancements by:
Bobby R. Bowden

By: Jimmy N. Guzmàn 

In the moments following your initial 
engagement with a Delise’ Ana 
Fashions design, you are immediately 
taken in by the astute detailing and 

sheer artistry required to produce it, and in 
describing it, you avoid the classification of 
“garment” and instead elect to describe it as 
a “sophisticated aesthetic manifestation.” 
An archetypal piece that encapsulates 
this sensation is the robust ebony gown 
photographed below, constructed using 
polysynthetic fabric manipulated in varied 
forms, and detailed with bunched pleats 
across the bodice, and lower thighs. The 
piece astounds in its demonstration of how 
the designer chooses to style a material 
that has become iconic in her productions, 
as well as in the intricacies that seem to 
envelope, and possess, each aspect of it. 
The piece not only impresses, but it also 
seems to convey one to a realm where 
everything is possible and all things belong, 

Welcome to the World of
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thus providing the perfect introduction 
to an incomparable designer whose 
work transcends expectations of 
form, and permitting us to envision 
a world brimming with untrammeled 
innovation.

Delise Parker arrived in Los Angeles 
a recent college graduate from 
Beaufort, South Carolina, with the 
hope of realizing a “fashion empire 
I always dreamed about as a little 
girl.” As a child, Parker projected her 
creativity as a choir member at church 
and school, as a gymnast, and as a 
ballet dancer, but it was also fashion 
that offered the most inspiring of all 
artistic outlets. When asked to express 
the “aha’ moment that contained the 
assurance of knowing she wanted to 
be a designer, Parker responded:
 
“The Aha moment... When I was a little 
girl, I’d love to play dress up in my 
sisters’ clothing. Years later, I didn’t 
know those clothes would be mine. 
The hand-me-downs weren’t very 
trendy, fashionable, or fun anymore, 
so I began to alter the clothing to 
create my own style. By the reaction 
from my fellow junior high classmates, 
I knew this talent would soon be my 
hobby. (deep breath, smiles) Though I 
was only walking through the halls of 
my middle school, I envisioned walking 
to a podium to accept my award as 
Designer of the Year.”   

Prior to her move and while she was 
still a student, Parker operated a small 
boutique that, had she chosen to, she 
could have continued to operate upon 
graduation. Instead, in January 2007, 
Parker applied and was accepted to 
a fashion school in Los Angeles, and 
though she had never traveled to 
California, packed her belongings, 
“stepped out on faith,” and relocated 
to the west coast. 

Stepping out on faith proved to be one 
of the most (if not the most) significant 
decisions of her career, and Parker has 
proven that it was a move ordained 
by destiny. Parker has used her time 
in Los Angeles wisely, prudently 
deciding on which photographers, 
make-up artists, and hairstylists to 
work with, which shows to participate 
in, and how to market herself in the 
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most optimal way possible. 2009 has been an 
especially promising one for the designer and one 
that, if indicative of Parker’s future progressions as 
an artist, foreshadows a beautiful unfolding to an 
exciting, and lasting, career. 

Beginning in March with a photo shoot collaboration 
in Beverly Hills, Parker has attracted a dizzying 
repertoire of fashion shoots, shows, and artistic 
collaborations that collectively attest to her continued 
rise towards prominence. 

Following various shoots in April and June, one of 
which involved a collaboration with model/artist Dani 
Wright, Parker participated in a series of fashion 
shows that further established her in her mission 
to obtain wide-spread recognition. In June alone, 
Parker produced a strong showing at the Apollo Star 
Gallery Art Show and at a local show in Agoura Hills, 
CA, produced by Yara Estrada. Parker then traveled 
to New York City in September to present at the 
pre-NY Fashion Week event “Fashion Democracy” 
produced by Plitz Fashion Marketing, then to North 
Carolina to show at North Carolina Fashion Week, 
then she returned to NYC to collaborate with Make-
Up Artist (MUA) Kathy of Kiss and Make-Up, and 
then back to Los Angeles to shoot with photographer 
Victor Rodriguez. 

Parker finished September with a showing at iMan 
Fashion Group LLC’s “Fashion Evolution: Forever” 
during Boston Fashion Week, preceded by a shoot in 
Boston’s renowned Newbury Street with television 
news anchor Frances Rivera. For a second time, the 
first time being in October 2009 at LA Fashion Week, 
Parker showcased one of her most remarkable 
designs: a multi-tiered carrot-tinted gown formed 
using her iconic polysynthetic fabric and pleated 
across the bodice with buoyant feathers lining the 
bottom.  The gown, which perfectly contoured 
the model’s slender physique above the waist and 
demonstrated her heightened skills as a couture 
designer, emanated a sense of inspired beauty that 
arose from the novelty, and expressiveness, of the 
piece, itself. As the final piece to hit the runway, 
the gown engaged the crowd and permitted the 
audience to partake in the consummate satisfaction 
of her collection…and then to long for more.

October and November proved to be an especially 
fruitful time in Parker’s career and it was during those 
months that she showed at LA Fashion Week for a 
second time, landed a magazine interview with Niker 
Back Stage, shot with the talented Sharon Esther 
and Nate Hoffman, and customized a piece for Alisa 
Apps to wear at her musical presentation. A handful 
of fashion shoots followed, one of which included an 
auspicious collaboration with the marvelous model, 
actress, and radio VJ Ms. Devyn Ashley. 
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In late November, Parker produced 
a show at Club Boulevard 3 in 
Hollywood with Parris Harris and 
an excellent backstage team, 
among who was the talented, 
and gifted, Key MUA, Heith 
Chanel. Two additional shows 
followed, one in Panoma, CA, the 
following night, and the other at 
Club Cabana in Hollywood, where 
Parker once again teamed up with 
MUA Heith Chanel.

More recently, Parker participated 
in a well-received fashion show 
at the Staples Center in Los 
Angeles during a Clippers Game, 
a fabulous photo shoot with Nicole 
Brewer at the soon-to-be-opened 
W Hotel in Hollywood, and a 
charity fashion show entitled “A 
White Carpet Christmas” at The 
Hollywood Centre. With no sign 
of stopping, Parker is well on her 
way to realizing her dream of 
developing, and sustaining, the 
fashion empire she dreamed of 
as a child.

Astonishingly, Parker’s artistry 
continues to evolve and each 
piece seems to elevate her 
further, and further, into the 
realm of sophisticated design. 
Departing from her traditional 
use of polysynthetic material, 
Parker has begun experimenting 
with more conventional fabrics 
that she then canvasses with 
bold prints, patterns, and colors. 
This departure is evinced by the 
ensemble below, which features: 
a burnt-out, polyester, tiger-print 
blouse with oversized, ruffled 
cap-sleeves; a hot pink band 
around the waist; and a double-
layered, ruffled, petticoat skirt, 
with the first layer, bustling like 
an effervescent New York City 
street, made using black tulle, 
and the bottom layer styled using 
silk chiffon. 

In classic Delise’ Ana style, each 
component of the ensemble 
transitions to the next in an 
unexpected and visually satisfying 
way (from the ferocious tiger-print 
blouse to the bold hot pink band, 
and from the smooth softness 
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of the band, to the eccentric 
tempestuousness of the ruffled 
pettiskirt). The piece is complex 
in its approach and intriguing in 
the way it conjoins the seemingly 
disparate components into one 
harmonious rhythm. Its merit 
resides in the achievement of 
its artist to uphold structural 
intricacies while retaining avant 
sensibility. Simply put, the piece 
is divine.

Delise Parker is an artist who 
has quickly risen above our 
comprehension of nontraditional 
fabric use and is emerging as one 
of the most talented, and inspiring, 
designers of our time. In February 
2010, Parker is “stepping out on 
faith” again, this time to travel to 
New York City to both plant her 
footprint in the Big Apple with the 
help of a publicist, and to research 
boutiques that could carry Delise’ 
Ana Fashions in their shops. In 
her own words, “New York in 
February is definitely a dream 
I would like to make a reality. I 
plan to show and have my line 
shot by as many photographers 
as possible. One day Delise’ Ana 
will be a household designer 
brand name.” Indeed, Ms. Parker. 
Indeed.

To learn more about Delise’ 
Ana Fashions, please visit www.
deliseana.com
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